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Every basic scientific discovery is forced to develop its own terminology in
accordance with the new functions; it also must build its own mathematical
apparatus in order to obtain its generalizations and abstractions cif the new
natural functions. Thesie mathematical abstractions then lead to formulations
of "natural laws."
Orgonomy deals with an entirely new, hitherto unknown realm of nature,
the all-pervading cosmic orgone encrgy. I say "new" and "unknown" because for the first time in the history of natural science certain physical
properties of space can be deseribed in physical terms, properties which
hitherto have been obscured by such isolated assumptions as the "ether,"
or were misinterpreted as "bad seeing," "heat waves," "natural leak," "cosmic
dust," "static electricity," "ionized air," etc.
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Since the cosmic orgone energy in its natural, primordial state does not
obcy the classical laws of mechanics and electrodynarnics; since, furtherrnore,
orgone energy revealed functions, first observed in the realm of the living,
which follow cntircly new, hitherto unknown laws, so-called "functional
laws," it inevitably had to happen that a new branch of mathernatical inquiry
bcgan to develop some eight years ago: orgonometry.
this paper an attempt will be made to describe a few orgonometric
functions which were selected from innumerable functions which carne our
way over thc past fcw years.
1. The orgonomic functional symbol
The readers of orgonomic literature are well acquainted with the functional
symbol

s.A ••rhernaras• 44,c'for Wr."1.;,neen? a...pá", nf º rir rd 7 nti.
Thls
thetical functions was to be described graphically. Thus, the sympathetic and
the parasympathetic nervous systems function in opposite directions, the first
where biophysical total contraction, the second where expansion is taking
place; at the same time they form two groups of one and the same nervous
system, the common functioning principie [CFP] of which is autonomy,
i.e., independence of voluntary innervation. With respect to the CFP of
autonomy the antagonistic functions are functionally identical.
The function of expansion of the life apparatus varies in many types aí
functions, among them in a pais of such widely different nature as vagus and
cholin. Somatic and psychic functions differ grcatly, yet they pais with regard
to the CFP of hio-energetic functioning.
Our functional symbol was applicable in the mim of clectricity with as
antagonistic variations of positive and negativo charges, ar in the realm of
magnetism with its paired variations of north and south magnetism. The
functional symbol describes correcdy such paired functions as lave and
anxiety, ar lave and bate with regard to their CFP which is bio-energetic
excitation. Male and female as an antithetical pair, identical with respect to
animal ar generative cell, is another good example.
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We do not yet know how far-reaching is the realm of nature in which our
functional symbol can be applied. However, on the basis of our medicai, biophysical, psychological, physical and other studies we are inclined to think
that this realm of validity is rather wide, possibly as wide as natural functions
can be observed. We are entitled to assume that our symbol describes a basic
forra of natural functioning per sc.
We had to separate this form of functioning from other known models of
thinking, such as mechanical "cause" and "effect," exclusively monistic or
dualistic vicw of nature, the well-known parallelistic theory of mind and
body which still prevails today in medicine and natural philosophy, etE. We
became used to saying that nature functions ne.ither mechanistically nor mystically, that it is governe(' neither by mechanical laws nor by metaphysieai
spirits, "forces," or "values." Its basic characteristic is inotion, change, a basic
uniry together with endless variability. We find ia nature determinism as
well as freedom and unpredictability. All true natural scicnce is in agreement
as to the existente of some basic, primai, natural iaw; it is in this common
agreement that the scientific (not the technologicai) and the truly religious
(not the ecclesiastical) outlook could be reconciled.
We do not, of rousse, intend to givc answers to ali thesc complicated questions; in this papes we shall confine our subject to one question only:
/s ir possible to construct an clastic form of thought whereby the FUNCTIONAL
character of nature could be described mathematically in a similar rnanner as
technological functions are described by algebraic or difierential equations?
Since in orgonomic thinking ir is assumed that nature is basically functional
and not mechanistic nor mystical or metaphysical, this question is of firstrate importante. On the answer to this question depends whether or not a
functional orgonometry is at ali possible. Can the general principie of mathematics be applied at ali to a non-rigid, over-moving and changing, neves static
type of functioning? This is a big arder and circumspect caution is necessary
to fulfil it. The characteristics "non-rigid," "rnoving," and "ever-changing"
apply fully to thc manifestations of the cosmic orgone energy. The best
example here is the functioning of any living organism. Can orgonomic
functionalism accomplish what was impossible to achieve by means of mechanistic physics and chernistry?
It is clear: Could orgonometric equations be formulated at ali, they would
be basically different from algebraic equations and from other mathematical
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devices which have beca constructed in the course of natural history in order
to obtain abstractions from mechanistic functions of nature.
Mathematics is concerned with quantities, i.e., with numerical definitions
of rigid states or movements in nature. Even where functions of change are
inathematically described, rigid, mechanistic relationships of functions are
maintained. If x depends on y, it must change in a rigid way as prescribed
by the relation to the coórclinate system. No qualities of the functions of
nature do or can enter into the numerical operations. It is the conscious intent
of mathematics, as it is applied in mechanics, to abstract from ali qualities
and ippearances and to reduce ali natural functions to mere quantitics.
Whitehead has justly emphasized this basic aspect of mathematics.
The exclusively quantitative nature of mathematics constitutes the greatest
obstacle to an abstract functional approach to nature, both for classical mathematics and for orgonometry. In mechanistic physics the exclusively quantitative principie has led to abstractions without any contem at ali, i.e., to the
exclusion of ali sense impression. We know how had the situation in basic
natural research has become because of the complete loss of observational contem. In orgonomy, on the other hand, direct observation and sense perception
of the functional qualities of nature, as, for instante, the form and growth of
clouds, the vibration and fiimmering in the sky, the light phenomena in thc
darkroom, etc., have come to be first-rank requirements in our natural resw, soe and feel what
search. Before we can measure anything, we must
we measure.
Since nature is functional and not mcchanistic, an exclusively quantitative
approach is, to begin with, impossible. It is impossible to derive correct, rigid
abstractions from ever-moving and changing functions; and it is equally impossible to apply rigid abstractions, which were derived from rigid natural
functions (perfect circular or elliptic motion, perfect:1y even or accelerated
motion, etc.) to ever-changing natural processes. The way out of chis dilemma
is to formulate abstractions which in themselves show the basic characteristics
of natural functioning: tluidity in spite of a common basic form; endiess
variability and unpredictability in agreement with a basic, all-embracing
natural law N.
Present-day orgonometry is the result of a slow proccss of development,
over decades, from emotional functions to intensities o/ emotions. from these
to objective, quantitative, bio-energetic functions, in other words, from qualities over intensities of qualities to quantities which are functions of a concreto
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bio-energy; bto-energy again is a function of a cosmic, demonstrable primordial energy. Thus we find ourscives dealing with functions, and we are
outside thc realms of mechanism, metaphysics, dualism, parallelisin and
monism. Witi• this a new method of approach to nature has grown on the
long way from qualitative (subjective) to quantitative (objective) exploration
of nature. This also comprises the function of perception in the obscrver
which has been connected and rooted in his bio-energetic, i.e., in objective,
quantitative functions.
Let us now see in what manner our functional symbol can lead us toward
the necessary goal of orgonometric equations.
2. The basic form of orgonometric equations
In arder to facilitate procedures let us change our functional symbol in the
folio w ing manner:

A +-(:

A1
42

(1)

This arrangement describes any natural function under investigation. It
was derived from qualitative studics of emocional and living functioning.
The living function necessarily, as a part of nature in general, contains a
basic natural law; since, furthermore, we have hitherto benefited greatly
from the application of laws found in living nature to non-living nature, such
as pulsation, we shall also begin the description of the basic form of orgonometric equations with a typical function in the realin of biophysics.
In the process of reli division doubtless a distinct natural law expresses
itself. We shall build our general form of orgonometric equations in accordance with the appearance or manifestation of this natural law.
An ameba A constitutes a forrned "entity" or "unit" of cosmic orgone
energy. In the proccss of propagation, A splits up into twa new entities,
Ai and A2, each of which has basically the same quaiitics as A. The division
which took place is not of a mechanical, arithmeticaI nature. A is not At plus
42, nor is Ai or 42 one half of A as 4 = 2 4- 2 and 2 = 4/2. A is functionally
identical with Ai and A2. But 4 = 4 -f- 4 is impossible.
We cannot get anywhcre svith numerical, quantitative thinking here. At
the point where the function A splits up into the functions Ai and 42 a
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takes piare whereby a certain functioning principie continues to
exist as a FUNCTIONAL PAIR. In our strict adherence to careful observarion of
natural processes, we must write up the dissociation and the formation cif
functional pairs in the following way :
DISSOCIATION

A3
Al -f< A4

etc.)

(2)

,4:
A contains the common functioning principie (from here on: CFP) which
by splitting-up continues to operate in Ai and As. Ai and 42 forro a pair of
functions which are identical with regard to the-ir CFP A; with regard to
each other the two paired functions constitute variations sir.ce they are nevcr
perfecdy identical; in most of the practical cases functionally they differ
gready. Even where the fora: and type of movement are nearly the same as
in the case of the two amebas, Ai and 42, the actual functioning in regard to
direction of movement, food intake, ncxt division, etc., will differ greatly.
Thus the paired functions are SM ULTANEOI/SL Y DIPFERENT, TO THE E XTENT OF
CONTRADICTION, and IDENTICAL.
In the case of the two amebae, Ai and A2, we are dealing with a very sim pie
variation:
A1+ A2

(3)

There are in nature more complicated paired variations. In the realms of
eiectricity, magnetism and sex formation, the paired variations show a distinct mutual affinity by attraction. We write the simpie opposition of
north—south, mace—female
At+ 112

(4)

The paired variations can appear as antagonistic, i.e., rnutually exclusive
functions in an antagonistic opposition:
AI + A4

(5)
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This is the case in the antagonistic reiationship of sympathetic and parasympathetic ncrvous systems, arteries and veios, scxuality and anxiety, ar
love and hate.
Where the paired functions opposc each other, but alternatingiy, as in the
contraction and expansion of the htart ar in perisulsis, we shall speak of
alternating opposition:
Ai+ A:

(6)

We find in nature, furthermore, paired functions which can be transformed
into one another. Thus, for instance, rnatter can be transformed into energy
and energy into matter: M f E and E 1- M. In such cases, we shali speak
of functional transformation, symbolically depicted as
x. Y

(7)

y x

(8)

The variations which transform into one another are of necessity cif a
different kind, such as matter and energy ar electrical and mechanical energy.
We shall later encounter important functional transformations nor only from
one variation jato the other, but also from the CFP toward the variations.
Whereas in the case of cell division the CFP and its variations are of the
same kind (homogencous), functional realms which contain qualitative
transformations are heterogeneous and require different symhols for each
one of the /lime members:

(9)
Functional transforrnation will acquirc great importante in the investigation of the functions which lead from the realm aí mass-free cosmic orgone
energy f OR I into the realms of rnass-containing energy and mass functions
(m /2
m . v).
In our orgonometric operations we havc hitherto "equated" Ai with A:
and x with y not in a numerical but in the functional (also qualitative)
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sense. h should be carefully kept in mind that the operation of equation does
not relate the paired variations directly but in respect to what thcy have in
common with Me third constituent o/ Me orgonometric equation. THE VARIATIONS ARE FUNCTIONALLY IDENTICAL WITH RESPECT TO TliEIR CFP A. HOWeVer
much the variations may differ qualitatively and quantitatively, it is always
truc that the functional identity refers w the basic characteristics which pervade ali functional constituents cif the given functional realm. It is obvious
that there characteristics are first given in the CFP A. h is this functional
identity, and not the varied functions, which integrate ali constituents of a
realm of nature into one single, complete, unitary whole.
This integrated unity has nothing whatsoever to do with a mechanical sum
of parts or units. h u the essence of the concept of "integration" that the
units exist individually for themseives and yet simultaneously also exist as
constituents of a single WHOLE. The functioning of a living organism with
its many organs is the best possible illustration of what is mcant by "integration" in contradistinction to an arithrnetical sum.
3. Integration of constituents into the functional WHOLE
A factory, a railway system, the pianetary system, the organisms in the
factory on the earth, the heart within the organism form each a functional
whole. They each consist of a countable number of parts. However, what
constitutes the systematic "whole" or "functional unit" is not the number
of parts but the comrron functioning principie which pervades ali units that
are integrated within the well-defined functioning realm. However much
the efforts of an organism, or the rate of heart beat, or the number and kind
of products of the factor may vary, the CFP remains essentially the same as
long as the specific whole exists. And the functional whole only remains
what it is as long as it is governed by the same CFP. A factory may mechanically be the same producing toeis or producing shells in wartime; functionally, it has changed when it switched from producing tools to producing
shells since the CFP has changed. A workcr remains the same in regard to
number of organs and cells if he ceares to be a builder and becotnes a copper
smith. However, functionally he constitutes an entirely different whoie when
he changes the CFP of his existente. In time, this change will also show up
in his total personality.
ff we search for the crucial function which constitutes the change of the
CFP, we find it in the kind of transformation from the CFP toward the
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variations and in thc relationship of the variations with each other. The
following few functional realms differ hasically in that they follow dilferent
kinds of transformations and relationships among thc constituents of the
whole:

Each orle of the three equations constitutes an entirely different functional
whole. The kind of transformation and, accordingly, the kind of integration
is different, even where the constituents remain the same as in 10a and 10b.
The function of transformation is most complicated in 10c. Here ali
constituents dirier among each other qualitatively.
Practically, the possibilities of variation and transformation are infinite in
future, although there exists one single and final CFP.
The concept of the "integrated whole" does not contain any rigid, unalterable functions. It changes and therefore always also constitutes a process.
In arder to describe a functional realm, it is not suflicient to know the
present state of the functions; we must know their functions of transformation if we want to comprehend the whole as a process; otherwise we cannot
use the terra "functional," and we deviate imo mechanistic rigidities. We
can of course isolate and describe for a iimited period of time a certain whole
in mechanistic terras, say the weight of an airplane. However, even such a
prototype of mechanical functioning as an airplane is subjected to functional
laws. The construction engineer must know this for the plane is, functionally,
an entirely different whole 1000 feet in the air from what it is on the ground.
These are, of course, practical banalities. Ali thc more astonishing is the fact
that this banality does not show up in natural-scientific mechanistic thinking
in general. Nature in its basic realms, and especially in the realin of the
living, is much more fluid than a crude mechanical device such as an airplane.
Just becausc it is so fluid, is it so necessary to describe the functional trans-
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formations concretely and to know the kind of integration of the constituents finto a whole. Each single functional unir under investigation must
be concretely well-defined, be it a cloud, an organism or a process of whatever kind. This definition must include the transformations. With regard
to a functional comprehension of nature it is utterly useless to invent "cosmic
dust" which one has never seen or understood and to build heavenly bodies
out of this dust in a mechanical way by adducing, ad libitum, equally
obscure forces from nowhere. We must know the functional texture and the
transformations, i.e., the processes involved, if we can ever hope to move
toward thc CFP of ali nature N.
We cannot be satisfied with mere abstractions of the mind. We have
learned only a very short while ago how the mind develops functionally
from instincts, the instincts from bio-energetic functions, these functions from
physical cnergy shifts, and these again from cosmic energy functions. To let a
mind, which is not understood, reason about unconnected single occurrenccs
in nature, has led nowhere and never will kad anywhere. WE mun. COMPREHEND FIRST THE COMMON FUNCTIONING PRINCIPLE IN NATURE ITSELF 1F

We must
first cobrdinate the observer as a part of nature with the obscrved realm of
nature in such a manner that we describe realities and not our distorted
fantasies about natural functions. Orgonometrically, the observer and the
obscrved appear as varied functions of a common functioning principie,
the cosrnic orgone energy which governs both:
WE EVER INTEND TO GET OUT OF THE STERILITY AND THE GREAT FERINO.

OBSERVED REALM OF NATURE
NATURE
OBSERVER OF NATURE
(ORGONOM1C CHARACTER STRUCTURE)

Abstractions are operations of a mind capable of perception; perception is
rooted as a variation in nature in a concrete manner. EVERY ABSTRACTION taus-r
BE SHOWN TO CORRESPOND TO CONCRETE, OBSERVABLE AND VERIF1ABLE FUNCT1ONS

according to functional forni (11). The system of thought technique thus must not float ahovc nature unconnected. It must be a part of
nature itself, foIlowing the same basic laws as does nature. Also the scientific
thought and the objective proccss which is contained in the thought form
of a functional pair has its CFP outside its own domain in a third, more
OF NATURE
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basic constituent of the total proccss of thinking. It is this strict requirrment
of orgonomy which makes it appear so strange and sometimes "unscientific"
to the libertine in the field of theory formation.
4. Direction of natural process and of research

The natural process under investigation and the process of investigation
form again a pair, the CFP of which is the "orgonotic contact" between researcher and nature. Research must delineate the particular realm of nature
which is to be investigated. The rescarchcr must know exactly where to
begin. This depends on what is already known and what is to be found.
Every typc of research, if it really comes to grips with natural functions,
has one of two ways to proceed: It can investigate the essential characteristic
of a certain functional realm, the CFP, and then proceed toward its variations. In this case we investigate the process of development which is given
by the direction frota A toward x and y.
If, on the other hand, we wish to proceed in the direction toward the
CFP of nature as a whole we must investigate thc given natural function
not as a CFP hm as a variation, x or y. After having cstablished its particular
characteristics, we search for its paired function, y or x, estal-tish their specific
interrelation and thereupon try to find thcir CFP.
>f- A

(12)

y

Thus there are two nipic-rioNs given in our orgonometric equations. The
one which leads from the CFP toward the variations depicts development.
The other, which leads from the variations toward the CFP, describes the
natural history or the structuralized, past development.
In investigating the character structure of a certain person we may establish
first his or her symptomatology. If we take the neurotic symptoms as a CFP
we are proceeding toward the consequentes of the neurotic symptoms for
the total person. We may find, for example, that chronic neurotic day-dreaming has led to the loss of a job, w accidcnts, etc. If, on the other hand, we
take the symptoms as variations, we are proceeding backward into the
structuralized history of the person. We shall inevitably find different pairs
of symptoms such as sexual hyperagility paired with severe genital anxiety
in the hysteric character or a compulsion of hyperorderliness paired with
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Inter disorderliness in the compulsion-neurotic character. We may then proceed (and we actually do proceed in this manner during character-analysis)
toward the CFPs of the different symptoms. We shall finally reach a widely
valid CFP, the sexual stasis in the total organism. As a CFP the sexual stasis
constitutes the hio-energetic core of all neurotic symptoms to the right of the
x, v. As a variation of bio-energetic functioning, the
orgonometric form A
sexual stasis rnust be paircd with some other disturbance in the biosystem.
We find the second corresponding variation actually in every single case of
neurosis in the sexual repression. Sexual repression increases sexual stasis,
and, under neurotic conditions, sexual stasis maltes stronger repression necessary. However, we would inevitably bog down in mechantstic thinking and
we would wrongly apply rigid thinking to dynamic functions, if we were
satisfied with thc more antithesis of stasis and repression. We must, in order
to keep our understanding clear and to maintain contact with rhe whole of
the neurotic process, search for the CFP of both repression and stasis.
After having examined a sutficient numbez of cases, we shall find beyond
douht that deep-seated orgasm anxiety is functionally the CFP of stasis and
iepression. Otb,:rwise we could not answer the question why, then, the
neorede does not dissolve both his repression and his stasis simply by
mating natu:ally. It is basically the lack of knowledge of the rule of the
common third principie, the CFP, which leads to such erroneous questions.
If the sick person had no orgasm anxiety, he would not have to ask for our
hdp. He would find his way our of the entanglement between repression
and stasis quite by himself. It is exactly the knowledge of the existente of the
CFP which nourishes these two variations that prevents us from doing what
so many poorly oriented psychiatrists wrongly do, narnely, advise sexual
intercourse in such cases without first having examined thoroughly the nature
of the CFP, the strength and depth of the orgasm anxiety.
After having thus found the CFP cif higher developments in rhe neurotic
process, we do nor stop but proceed further. The orgasm anxiety, taken now
as a variation and not as a CFP, must be paircd as ali natural functions are
with the exception of rhe last CFP of nature. We find in alI cases aí neurosis
the
and biopathy that orgasm anxiety pairs with orgastic impotente,
inability to discharge bia-energy by means of autonomic convulsions. Going
further we find that the CFP of both orgastic anxiety and orgastic impotente
is the biophysical arrnoring cif the organism, especial)), in the pelvis. In this
manner we proceed step by step from one layer of the ar= to another until
we reach the CFP of orgastic potency in the depth of the biosystem.
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It would require a whole book to describe the total procedure. May it therefure suffice to study the illustrations here prescnted.
In the process of the theoretical reconstruction of the biopathic process, we
can write orgonomically the different functions in regard to their mutual
interrelations and their depth:
EJACULATIO PEAEGOX
ORGASTIC IMPOTENCE--< HY FOC HONDA. PAI

NS

ARMOR—

STASIS (GENITAL HTPERAGILTTY

(13)

ORGASTIC ANXIETY— REPRESSION (GENnAL ANXIETY )

We ser clearly that the armar as thc CFP contains all the constituents
which appcar at the right. The development took piare from the left to the
right; from the right to thc left ending in the armor we find the total of the
structurairzed developrnent. Written in symbols, the realm of functioning
reads:
4

1 1

,
-r" a
yd

We shall not follow up the many rarnifications and possibilities entailed in
this functional setup, but shall return to the main subject.
In the case of biopathic armoring the process (A
y etc.) is reversible.
The armar can be dissolved and with it ali its constituents disappcar. However, there are irreversible processes such as an organism, a valid system of
thought, etc.; on thc other hand, most mechanical systems are reversible
simply by re-arrangernent of their mechanical constituents.
The two basic directions in our orgonometric equation correspond to the
function "VECTOR" in abstract mathematics. The difference lies in that the
orgonumetric equation contains change of (patines whereas the vector only
deals with quantities.
5. Finity and infinity; determinism and freeciorn
1+m

(15)

The orgonornetric equation (14) and every similar structure shows two
more functions which again are paired. They are finity, represenzahle by
the number 1 on the kft and infinity (co) on the right. Basically there are
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no limits, cxcept, say, the dcath of an organism, to the development of
variations within a given functional realm. Once the CFP of clectrical energy
is given, its variations in the form of practical appliances are rheoretically
limitiess. The same is truc for the functional realm with the CFP "pulsation" or "rnotion." There is complete freedom to every process on the right
of the equation. juste as infinity is paired with finity, so is freedom on the
right paired with determinism on the left. The variations can never transccnd
their CFP which pervades and governs ali of them. Further careful investigations of nature would have to show whcthcr there is any process by means of
which the CFP itself can change within its own realm. I doubt that such a
process exists but I may be wrong.
Freedom of development is thus infinite within certo): limits given by the
characteristics of the common functioning principie. The scientificaliy trained
readcr realizes that thisstatement is a logical consequence of our orgonomctric
thought system, in agreement with basic natural functions; it is not an
ideological or political postulate founded on no inquiry cither of natural laws
or of their variations. Neither has this logical consequence anything whatsoever to do with the political slogan "freedom within the law," sincc "law"
in the latter case means a law made by men and subject to irrauonai functions which are not a part of the rest of living nature. We mean "natural
law" and note man-made law which is to protect society against secondary
drives or is to secure power for single individuais.
is uncertain at the present state of our inquiry whethcr or not "natural
law" is the same functionally as "structuralized past development." However,
it seems safe to assume that the concepts of "freedom" and "development"
are funcrionally identical with respect to "lawlessness" in the evolution of
variations. Development, naturally, is impossible without perfect fluidity
of ali constituents of a given functional process. Developmenr does not
tolerate rigid, fixed structures. This is true for the development of the bons
structure in a vertebrate where ossification takes place only when growth
stops; it also holds for pioneering in any field of human cndeavor, bc it new
types of machines or new ideas in science. Development begins to become
rigid structure when its free movement starts to frecze. Structure, and with
it, past history, is frozen movement. The long past movement of frec indeterminam development can be reconstructed frota the structure, from human
charactcr structure no less than from the form of a bone of 20,000 years ago
or from the ruir of an ancient edifice. Thus, development and structure forro
a functional pair with the CFP: history.
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DEVELOPMENT

(16)
STRUCTURE

1f we relate thcse variations to the preceding ones, it appears that development, freedom, infinity and indeterminism group together as one set of
variations which is paired with the other set, structure, law, finity and
determinism. Again, this grouping has nothing whatsoever to do with
ideologies. 1 personally would feel inclined to prefer the first set of variations
to the second. The ideologically conservative mind, on the other hand,
would prefer the second set. Fortunately, natural functioning does not obey
characterological prcferences. Nature is functional to begin with and in all
its doings; and functionalism means practically the simultaneous action of
opposites which are rooted in ano common functioning principie.
It has been said of orgonomy that it has accomplished the irrelcvancy of
the second law of thermodynamics, i.e., the "running down," the "dying"
of the universe. It has not, since the universe actually is running down just as
any other natural function is. What orgonomy, in consistem pursuit of its
thought techntne, did is that it found th: function in nature which pairs
with the running down, namely, Me building up of potential ("orgonomic
potentiar.). the creation of the higher levei of heat in heavenly bodies and
in living organisms; in other words, it has completed our picture of the
energy functioning in the senso of another orgonomctric equation:
CHARGE, ORGONOMIC POTENTIAL
ORGONE ENERGY
METABOLISM

(from low to high)

Tti D1SCHARGE, MECI-IANICAL POTENTIAL

(17)

(from high to low)
Within this framework of thought, which is in agreement with actual
natural functioning, the conservative finds his place as well as the rebel against
the status quo; both have their function in the coursc of events. Law and freedom, determinista and indeterminism, finity and infinity are no longer absolute opposites, irreconcilable and mutually exclusive. Thcy are inseparably
paircd functions of opposite signs which are rooted in a fluid common natural
foundation. This is a major solution to a maior problem which has pained
humanity for thousands of years. Ir has nothing to do with the glib idca
of "compromise." Natural functions know no compromisc. Neither has it
anything to do with so-called "smoothing our of differences of opinion."
It is not thc result of bargaining in matters of natural law. h is natural law
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itsell. This means, furthermore, that conflict, movernent and freezing of
motion, upward toward existente and downward toward decay are paired
natural functions, independent of prefcrences of any kind. It means basically
that sharp contradictions can be solvcd functionally only outside their own
realm by appiying thc "third force," the common functioning principie. Race
hatred between Negro and white is insoivable within its own setting. h is
solvable from the standpoint of thc CFP of both Negro and white, i.e.,
their both being animais, waiking on two legs, having two eyes, one mouth,
the same arrangement of organs, the same kind of basic desires and living
principies. The variation of the skin color dwindles in importante when
seen in thc light of the CFP. It can casily be seen that the man-made sharp,
absoluteiy inimical opposites dissolve like snow in the sun when submitted
to the functional principie of solving problems by means of the CFP; e.g.,
opposites such as individual against society and vice versa, religion against
sex, nature against morais, god against devil, mechanism versus mysticism,
etc.
May I be permitted at this point to jump for a short moment out of the
academic way of discussing things to plead for relinquishing any attempt at
founding a political party with the special goal cif "solving the problern of
human misery by means of orgonomic functionalism." It won't work. Functionalism cannot be caught with rules and programs.
6. No zero in natural functioning
"Zero" is an indispensable tool in arithmeric and algebra. We too shall use
it in orgonometric equations. However, zero (0) does not exist in nature; it
simply cannot be found or placed anywhere. This failows logically from the
statement, which is made safe by observation as well as experiment, that there
is no vacuum, that space is filled with a continuum, with cosmic orgone
energy, at least as far as our galactic system is concerned. If we follow ali
existem CFIrs toward the utmost lcft of our orgonometric equation, we
reach the numbcr one. Ir designates the basic oneness of ali existence, the
all-pervading natural law, the CFP of ali nature. It is given theoretically in
thc cosmic orgone ocean, the "ether," the "all-pervading continuum," the
"fundamental natural law," which, as the CFP of all nature, necessarily pervades and limits qualitativeiy the limitless number aí the variations to the
right of the equation:
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N designating the CFP of ali nature, x and y designating thc first two variations, and V designating the principie of variation itself. Every single variation to the right of the equation will in the future itself vary in accordance
with the orgonomic functionalism of nature: Each variation will function
as a variation with respect to its CFP on the ieft; and it will simultancously
function as a CFP for ali following variations on the right.
7. The simple and the complicated
h becomes obvious from our orgonometric form that the direction
moves toward the CFP of ali nature, N; at the same time the functional
realms become wider and the interrelations of functions become simpier.
The CFP of the species of vertebrates is wider and simpler than the varied
constitutions and habits of a single individual vertebrate animal. The direction , on the other hand, moves toward the ever more complicated and
more numerous variations.
8. No "cause," "effect" or "purpose"
In orgonometric equations there appears no such thing as "cause" or
"effect." Ameba A is not the "cause" of amebae Ai and A2; neither are the
latter the "effects" of A or its "results." Al and 42 are results or effects of the
functional process of cell division but not of ameba A, if one must speak of
results and effects at ali. Whar is meant here is specifically the absence of
mechanistic or material cause and effect. As the functional process runs its
course, effects and results appear, just as there are goals or purposes in ali
functioning. The difference between orgonomic functionalism and both
mechanism and finalista consists in that we derive mechanical effects neither
from causes nor frorn purposes; orgonomic functionalism derives the purposes from functions and effects from processes. It is obvious that before
there cota exist the purpose of reaching Chicago by traia the function aí
the steam engine aiready had to be developed. And the function of the steam
engine was not invented with a prima] purpose attached to it; it developed
out of formeriy developed functions such as the rolling of a wheel and the
boiling of water. The first human animais who let a wheel roll or had water
boil couid not possibly havc known in advance of any of thc purposcs to
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which these functions were pui lates. Thus, thc funetion always precedes its
purposc and never vice versa. This is a crucia! point ia natural-scientifie
thinking: The goal, the use, the purpose are always secondary to what
underlie.s them as their function. Before the atmospheric orgone energy could
be used in treating wounds or c2ncer tumors, thc discoverer had to function
orgonotically ia a certain manner and the orgone energy had to function
with no purposes at all.
Thus asso the division aí an ameba jato two daughter cens has nothing to
do with purposes ar causes and effects but solely with thc basic natural function aí a CFP splitting up into two variations. In orgonometry, the "cause"
of mechanistic thinking is replaced by the CFP, thc "effects" by the variations.
The "sum total" of mcchanistic thinking is replaced by "integrated whoIe" or
"functional unir," the "paris" by "functional constituents."
These basic operations of thought are in themselves functions of nature, ia
this particular case variations aí a human organism which unires qualities
and quantities and cannot function if ir does not replace the "sum total" by
the "integrated whoIe." The inclusion af the qua/ity aí natural functions into
formal thinking is a new variation of human thought itself. It was nor due
to a purpose ar to a cause that orgonotnetric equations were formulated, but
solei), to a rype aí functioning which developed ira the course of the discovery
of the cosmic orgone energy as one of its constituents. In the process of
observation of nature, its kind of motion, its peculiar emotional functions in
living organisms, its clear-cut lawful splitting up ia cell division, etc., yielded
spontaneously the basic form of orgonometric equations. The inclusion of
qualitics af functions was thus itself only a variation ia this process. Unprejudiced observation of organismic functioning could nor fail to disclase the
fact that the organs are neither the effects nor the results af any causes but
variations ia the process of growth and expanding, bulging membranes plus
division of functional units.
Neither cauld careful unnrejudiced observation fail ta see that the organism
is not a mcchanical sum of organs, ar the organs abedient slaves aí an imp
in the brain; they are independently functioning integrated units which, as
units, are again integrated into a functional whole primarily with no causes,
effects, central commands and peripheral execution of commands.
These erroneous ideas about the organism grew (int of the necessarily
mechanistic thinking of the machine age and the monarchical state machincries with kings and subjects. Wc have finally macheei the point of develop-
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ment ia scientific reasoning where this kind of prejudiced thinking shows
up as the failure ir truly is; wherc science begins to turra to nature itself,
without any borrowings from the mess of social ar human characterological
organization. The ride is definitely turning. Instead of judging nature, as
herewfore, by the standards of human structure, social as weIl as Characteroiogigai, human functioning ia ali its aspects is being suhmitted to severe
judgment from the standpoint aí thc infinitely wider realm of nature in
which man is only one arnong billions of variations.
What has been said about the secondary 'importante aí causes, effects and
purposes also is valid for "matter" and "particies." We are finally getting
away from these concepts as primary constituents rd the universe. ft has
wrought too much confusion in biology and also ia astronomy. The existente
of manes and parricles, of course, is nor denied. However, we do nor placo
them any longer at the roots of the universe. Matter and !lardeies are also
variations of basic functions in the cosmic orgone orna. We shall see ia a
different context that matter or particks vary out aí the process of superimposition of two ar more orgone energy units.
The consequentes of the inclusion cif the qualities of functions into abstract
forras of thought are gigantic; they are no Iess amazing to me than they will
be to the careful and thoughtfuI render and student of science. We can remain
very modest ia performing these operations since we know now that it is
not any heavenly purpose nor any great cause ia nur particular functioning
which does the performing. Seen orgonomically, this performance is due to
the fact that human thinking has developed and still is developing over the
millennia; that as individuais we are single functional constituents ia the
general, streaming function of learning to know hetter and safer. The immensity of the strcam which earries us along musr nor blind us toward the
role we play ia it.
9. Quality and quantity as a functional pair
Natural functioning, wherever we encounter it, is endowed with two basic
characteristics: It has certain quaiitier such as the form of motion, color,
extension, density, consistency, attractive or repelling properdes, etc. It also
has certain quantitative characteristies which are attachcd to its qualities,
such as the rate of speed ia motion, the quantity of weight, the length of a
line or the number of units ia ao are. It should at this point be emphasized,
if for no other purpose than that of contradicting a deeply ingrained mistake
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in present-day natural-scientific thinking, that what we meet with in nature
immediately are its functional properties and not its quantities. The quantities in nature, as for instance the length of a line or the rate of speed of a
motion, are artificial interferentes of the human intellect with natural functioning. Nature functions, man measures its functions. Thus the qualities
of functions have for our purposcs priority over the quantity of functions.
This is in accordance with even practical engineering. Before any measurements for the future building can he taken, its shape and layout must be
determined. We cannot start building a honre by measuring the leng,th of a
wall. The general idea of thc properties of the honre must be there first.
It is now a common error in some tvpes of scientific thinking to proceed
with measurements before the function which is being measured is even
understood. Reactions of the mind are measured with stop watches without
understanding what reacts and why it reacts. h is true, to the mechanistic
mind numhers and equations which dissolve to zero give the impression of
a "perfect" state of affairs. In many cases this soon turns out as the illusion
it was to begin with. We do not aspire to be perfect. Nature is not perfect
either. We prefer to describe nature first as completely as possible, to link up
its functions and to cornprehencl the how of its doings before putting it into
thc straightjacket of numbers. This is our approach also to COMPLETE orgonometric equations which include both qualitative functions and quantities.
First, we must build a form to coirdinate quality and quantity, thus:
QUALITY
FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES

(19)

QUANTITY

Quality and quantity thus appear as a functional pair, ide-aficai with respect
to their CFP which is their being properties of functions. The qualities are
immediately perceived ( subjective), the quantities are measured and reasoned
(objective). The quantities have extensity, the qualities have intensity. An
emotion is felt as more intenso when the oscillograph shows a greater extent
of reaction as, for example, in the so-callcd psychogalvanic reaction. Thus,
for the first time in scientific thinking, observer and observed, subjective
and objective, quality and quantity. intensity and extensity, hitherto split up
with no bridge in between, are merged iram one whole as constituents of
natural functioning itself. This form was obtained for the first time when in
the measurements of the bio.clectrical effects of pleasure and anxicty thc
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intensity of the emotion was shown to be functionally identical with thc
quantity or die extent of the bio-electric charge at the skin surface.
The precedente we give to qualitative, functional formulation is the inevitable consequente of the requirement to describe natural functions first
beforc measuring them. This is essencial if we wish to arrive finally at "complete" (both qualitative and quantitative) orgonometric formulations, in
accordance with orgonometric form (19).
A person suffcring from compuIsive counting who, entering a beautiful
forest, starts counting the troes in the forest and thc leaves on cach single tree
mevitably must fail to understood the nature of thc forest. He would start
counting things instantly whether he entered a forest or a warehousc. h is,
of course, utterly unimportant to thc forest as well as to anything cise whether
or not our perfectionist believes he has understood the forest in a "perfect"
manner; or whether he does away with the forest, entirely dissolving it into
nothing but numbers or sense impressions. The forest grows and the troes
go on budding each spring when orgonc energy expansion functions most
strongly.
1 am inclined to attribute
failure of meezaanistic science to comprehend
tivang matter primara!), to the ptemature or exclusive arrival at numerical
equations. It looks good to some people but does not accomplish much if we
describe a biophysical function in terms of algebraic equations.
We shall find in the further course of this presentation, while discussing
the orgonometric form of pulsation, that the quantitative definitions grow
out spontaneously from functional definition if the qualitative description is
correct.
10. Creation
Creation as used in the context of chis treatise means the development of
cither nem, individual units in a developmental process such as offsprings In
biology; or it means entireiy new forms of existente such as the development
of a new specíes. In both cases the function of creation appears based on the
emergence of a qualitatively different CFP which from now onward will
develop its own specific variations. Let us now return to an already well
known orgonometric form in order to deduce functionally creation from the
general form of orgonomic functioning.
We fail to grasp the function Creation orgonometrically if we try to apply
to it the general form [ (2) p. 166]. This form is in complete agrcement with
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the division in amebae from which it was originally derived. But it fails if we
try to apply it to procreation in biological realms higher than those of pretozoa. The CFP "animal" does not divide or dissociate like an ameba in the
process of propagation. Beforc a new animal or plant, for that matter, can come
into being, superimposition, fusion and interpenetration of a pair of variations
take place. First the two organisms, mate and female, superimpose; they
merge and interpenetrate encrgctically; then their respective germ cens repeat
fusion and interpenetration. In thc course of this process out of the fusion of
two paired variations a new CFP, a functional unir is "creatcd." We cannot
write up this process in the forra of x >— A, since the general direction kads
away from thc CFP A toward a neto CFP. We are dealing with development
and not with historical analysis.
The creation of a new CFP, A', is thus precedcd by fusion of two paired
and sirnultaneously opposite functions, x and y. We must assume that the
process of creation mirrers some basic natural law. We find that fusion and
creation are not limited to metazoal orgonotic systems. Amebae usually
propagate through simple division without fusion. However, it is known that
at times even amebae fuse, thus creating a new unir A' out of two variations
whence new propagation through simple paired division again takes its
further course.
Fusion is asso essential to the formation of the zygote out of two gametes,
before division seis in.
Male and female gencrarive cells fuse. Functionally, the fertilized egg (41)
is an energy system entirely different from the unfertilized egg (x). Fusion
and creation of this different kind of egg are evidently essential to initiate
the process of cell division and further blastula and gastrula formation in
metazoa.
The creation of a new CFP, A', foIlows in the process of fusion of two
paired basic orgonotic natural functions. We integrate equation (18, p. 177)
and (10c, p. 169):
N _f< Vx
Vy

A,

x .4

b

CtC.

(20)

The function of creation is expressed ia
N +<

Vx
Vy

Ar

(21)
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N represents the basic orgonomic natural law, V the principie of variation
itself, x and y the marrete variations and A' the CFP which emerges from
fusion of x and y.
We shall meei this function later on in certain astrophysical observations.
Man's roots in the universo are wepresenteci by the functions of superimposition, fusion and creation which he has in common with cosmic functions and
processes aí a purely orgone-physical nature.
It should carefully be kept in mind that the symbol N represents basic
functions of the undifferentiated cosmic orgone energy, and not secondary
natural functions such as inert mass and mechanical energy. Whether or not
such functions as the chemical combinadon of Na and Cl to NaC1 can be
subsumed under the terna creation, remains to be seen. NaC1 can again be
split up into Na and Cl. On the other hand, a reversal of A into Vx and Vy
is net possible, at least in the bio-energetic realm.
Creation seerns to be limited to free, primordial orgone energy functions
only. This includes more than life, since the primordial cosmic orgone energy
is free, i.e., unbound. Creation in all realms of the living appears as an
immediate continuation of primordial, mass-free orarone energy functions
within the boundaries of membranous matter. However, as Experirnent XX
has so clearly demonstrated, membranous matter in living systems itself
emerges from structuralization of free, primordial, cosmic energy.
h will be essential to find ou( how far the function aí superimposition,
fusion and creation of new CFPs reaches in nature generally.
May 1949
(To be continued )

fln important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually
winning over and converting irs OPPOnC1213; it rarely happens that Soai
betumes Paul. What does happen is that its opponents gradually die ou:
and that the growing generation is familátrized with thc idea from Me
beginning
Max Planek, THE P‘HILOSOPHY 012 PHYSICS
(W. W. Norton Co., New York, 1936)

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
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